NOVEMBER MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

John Marcon's Studio was the setting for Gary Breau and his
presentation of Faux Painting this month. Gary discussed and
demonstrated several techniques from simple to complex. He
pointed out that Faux Painting has been used since at least the

Serving as president of this club has been a privilege
and an honor, but as I mentioned several meetings
ago, I agreed to be president for one year and that
15th Century in churches and public buildings to simulate time has now past. To date, no one has "thrown their
marble and other sonework. Many of the oldest churches in hat in the ring". Therefore, I again request that anyGermany, for example, where they had no marble, have the one that is interested should contact myself
or any of
look of marble inside due to Faux Painting craftsmen.
the other board members. It's time to "pass the baThe first and simplest technique is Crackling. A base
coat color of latex or oil paint is applied to the surface and ton".

allowed to dry. A Crackling compound is then used to coat the Brent Evans
ABOUT OUR SPEAKER
surface. The final coat should be in one direction to allow the
craqkling process to take place. While hide glue can be used as Glazier Frank Thompson is well known in the area for his
a Crackling glaze, most people use commercial products for decrotive and stained glass work and his teaching. Frank has
it's control. Once the glaze has dried to a firm tack, apply the been working with clear and stained glass for cabnets, winfinal color coat. Cracking glaze comes in various levels from a dows and doors and teaching his craft in the Leisure Learning
series at McNeese for several years. He will put on a demonweathered rough look to a fine porceline appearance.
Smoushing involves applying a base egg-shell coat stration and workshop for our next meeting at his shop at 5635
that is left to dry. A glaze mix (latex or oil) is made of paint and Welcome Rd. in Topsy. The meeting should be of interest to
polyeurathane and applied quickly to the surface. While the anyone who wants to use glass in cabnet doors or has admired
surface is wet, cover the entire surface with thin visquene and stained glass work. Frank will show us some of tricks , tips and
"palm" it onto the surface. As soon as rhis is r.lone, remove the techniques. See the map on the back of the Newsletter for diplastic. Like Crackling, the the surface should be clear coated rections.
when thouroughly dry. Note that latex based coats can take up
FOR SALE
to a month to cure.
CalCam Cabnets, 10402 Lewis St., Sulphur, LA70663,527Color Washing uses a base coat that's allowed to dry 9135, Buddy Robison, 527-0391. Buddy is joining rhe LSU
and a closely matched coat ofpaint glaze. The glaze is 1 part Fire Training program as a teacher and is selling the
business,
latex paint, 1 part latex poly and 1 part water. The glaze is ap- shop, equipment and land. Give him a call if you
are interested.
plied using a natural spong and then immediately ,,dobbed,' For Sale: Delta Mortising Drill, new,
9200. Call Bubba
with a soft rag. The trick is to keep moving while the paint Cheramie 474-2156.
glaze mixture is wet.
For Sale: Inca Swiss Cabnetmaker Table 8" Saw, tilt table,
Wood Graining can require many coats to achieve a several baldes, stand. $90. Call Barry Humphus 47'7-84j4.
realistic look. The base coat should be mostly yellow or amber. For Sale: Woodworkers Bench, 5 Ft. x 30", 2,, Thick
Vermont
Using a poly-based stain of color choice, lightly paint over the Maple, $250; Lawn Spreadeq
$10; Cross cut hand saw, new,
surface using a brush: use loose strokes. While the first coat is $8; Glider type exerciser, like new
$45; 12" Freud compond
still wet, use a second coat to start the graining pattern. Several mitre blade, 72 teeth, carbibe,
$20; patio home, 2 br 2 bth,
tools are sold to achieve various grain effects. Be sure to use a Double garage, 20x20 workshop w/ many
extras call for apstain that is compatible with the base coat. Continue to add pointment Dud Harvey 478-9058
this is a beautiful, well
color coats and even use subtle thin black strokes of stain to appointed small home.
achieve the grain desired.

Marbling is the most difficult technique because you
need to work quickly while at least three coats of paint are wet.

November 13th, Saturday, 9:00 AM
Frank Thompson and Glasswork,at his
Begin by sponging on a coat then immediately follow with the
shop. 5635 Welcome Rd., Topsy. See map.
viening pattern desired and very thin .,crack" lines using a
feather or thin card. On large surfaces such as walls or floors, December 1 lth, Saturday, 9:00 AM
use viening sparingly. More vaiening is usually ok on small
Christmas Toy Turn-in, Show & Tell,
pieces. Always overcoat with a clear poly product.
Nemo Robinson's Shop, 708 Dolby, LC
Several books are available on these techniques and
are available at the Calcasieu library, Waldens and Books A Januray 8th, Saturday, 9:00AM
Sandblasted Wood Signs and Surfaces w/
Million.
Wes Guidry
Copyright @ 1999 Lake Charles Woodworkers Clib, Inc.
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GLUEINGTIPS

All woodworkers have tips for gluing that work well for them.

sides allow the plug to wedge
tightly in the hole.
In addition, a tapered plug

Here are a few of mine:

White Glue: I use white glue instead of yellow glue
to provide more assembly time when working with a complex
project. I've heard people say that it's not as strong as yellow
glue. That may be, but in my experience, it's strong enough.
Tether the Cap: To avoid mis-placing the little glue
bottle cap, tether it with a piece of string tied to a wire- a brad
stuck in the end of the cap. As I read this, it sounds like a silly
tip. But I have wasted more time than I want to admit searching for the glue bottle cap.

cutter creates more of a shearing cut than a straight plug cutter. Because ofthis, there's very
little chipout on the sides of the
plug, so you don't end up with

a gap around the

"Mustard" Glue Bottle: To avoid the lost cap problem all together, store your glue in a small mustard bottle. It,s

WOOD GRAIN SELECTION

free, airtight, and it has a handy twist cap.

Forcing Glue: To force glue into a tight spot like a
crack, put a little dab of glue where you want it and then blow
it deep into the tight spot using a straw. Sounds crude, but it
works.

. Spreading Glue: An old toothbrush (or a new one)
makes a terrific glue spreader in some applications
like
spreading glue on edge of a board. It spreads the glue -evenly,
and it's easy to clean up. If you've got to cover a large area in
a short time, use a2" or 3", short-napped paint roller.
Inside Corner Squeeze-Out: Before assembly, apply a
piece of masking tape along both sides of a joint
a line along
an inside corner. The excess glue oozes out -onto the tape
(mostly) and saves you some time cleaning glue out of the corner.If y.ou dcrnlt likelape, tryscaopingorrttheexeans glue with
the end of a plastic straw. The soft plastic takes the shape of the
comer as you move it along the joint line.
Free Scraper: When gluing up panels, try using the
little plastic clips from a bread bag to scrap away freshly beaded
or skinned-over beads of glue along ajoint line.

plug.

Woodsmith. Magazine.

Can you believe it's almost winter? Fall is half gone. pretty
soon, the grass will almost stop growing, the weather is getting get cooler, and you can spend all that "free" time woodworking.
And that means you may be buying lumber. With that
in mind, I thought I'd review the types of lumber you can buy:
flat sawn, riftsawn, and quartersawn. What do the names mean,
and how do you tell them apart, and why should you care?
The key to telling the difference is ,'reading" the end
of the board. What you're looking for is the angle of the growrh
rings. This angle is determined by how the lumber was cut from
the log.

FLATSAWN. On flatsawn lumber, the rings will be
50 degrees (ur iesS) io rhe face of the board. In many cases,
especially with boards coming from large diameter logs, the
rings will be parallel to the face. Flatsawn lumber is the most
common type of lumber you'll come across because a log yields
the most lumber when it's cut this way. Because of this, it's the
least expensive cut available. But flatsawn lumber tends to move
Spreading glue on edge ofa board. It spreads the glue
a lot with changes in humidity
it often
or warps. And
evenly, and it's easy to clean up. If you,ve got to cover a large
- over thecups
the grain swirls in many directions
face of the board.
area in a short time, use a 2" or 3',, short-napped paint roller.
When this wild-grained wood is stained, the softer more poBH,
rous early wood will soak up more stain and look darker than
the harder, less porous late wood.
PLUG CUTTERS: TAPERED OR STRAIGHT
Flatsawn is the most common type of lumber because
it yields the most boards per log, and so the least expensive to
Basically, there are two types of buy. But they are the boards with the wildest grain, and the
plug cutters. One cuts a plug ones most likely to cup and warp.
RIFTSAWN. When you're looking for more attracwith straight sides. And the
other creates a gradual taper on tive boards than flatsawn, look for riftsawn.
In this case, the growth rings (in the end grain) are
the sides of the plug, see phogreater than 30 degrees, but less than 60 degrees to the face of
tos.
the board. Riftsawn lumber generally has straighter, clearer grain

STRAIGHTPLUGCUTIERS.
Most of the time, a straight plug
cutter produces a plug with a
consistent diameter, so you get
a pretty good fit. But if there's
any runout in the drill press, the plug will vary in size. This can
create a gap when you tap the plug in the hole.
TAPERED PLUG CUTTERS. A tapered plug cutter solves this
problem. As its name implies, it cuts a plug with tapered sides.
So even

ifthere's

a bit ofrunout in the

drill

press, the tapered

than flatsawn lumber. Usually riftsawn lumber is mixed right

in the same stack as the flatsawn. In fact, many boards in

a

flatsawn stack will have both riftsawn and flatsawn grain. When
a single board has both types of grain,what you actually see on

the face of the board is wild grain running alongside nearly
straight, clear grain.
Another reason to look for riftsawn wood is for its
stability
it's more dimensionally stable and lesslikely to warp
- flatsawn
or cup than
lumber. Riftsawn lumber has its growtL
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rings are 30 to 60 degrees to the face of the board. It is sometimes found on the same board as flatsawn grain, but it has
more straight grain, is generally considered more attractiye, and
is more stable than flatsawn.

QUARIERSAWN: top 'o the line. The straightest grain
comes from logs that are quartersawn. Here, the growth rings
will be 60 degrees to 90 degrees to the face of the board. In
addition to really straight grain, some hardwoods, such as red
and white oak, cherry, and hard maple, exhibit highly figured
grain (ray flecks) when quartersawn. And when finished, these
woods can be quite striking.
Also, when the humidity does change, quartersawn
lumber is the most stable of the three cuts of lumber. The downside to quartersawn lumber is that it requires larger logs to produce reasonably wide boards. And since there's more waste (a
lot more), it's the most expensive cut. So buy the cut you need.
If you're building reproduction Arts and Crafts furniture, then
quartersawn lumber is the only way to go. But most of the time,
it wfll be worth your trouble to spend the extra time searching
through the pile of flatsawn lumber to pull out the riftsawn
boards.

In an upcoming Newsletter, werll list the places in
our regionwhere you can getfinewood. So be thinking about
where you have been to buy lumber and let me know. BII

MEDIUM DENSITY FIBERBOARD (MDF')
It

appears that alot

edge

WORKBENCH HEIGHT
Does your back start to ache after you've been working at your
workbench for a while? Have you ever tried to hand plane a
board and decided it was just too much work?

The height of the work surface of your workbench
It should be the right height to fit you

can make a difference.
and the way you work.

If you already have a workbench, you
can use these guidelines to modify your bench height to make
it more comfortable. If you're building

a new bench, use these

guidelines to determine how high to make it.
On most benches, the working surface is somewhere
between 33" and 36" high. Ifyou're average height (between
5'9" and 6'0"), that's usually a comfortable height. But even a
change of 1" up or down can make a big difference in how easy
it is to work at the bench. There are a lot of methods to determine the best height for a bench. But one simple method seems
to give the best results. Just measure the distance from the floor
to the crease on the inside of your wrist.

Increase or decrease the length of the legs on your
workbench to adjust the height of the work surface to match
your wrist crease measurement. If you,re 5'10" or taller, you
may find a wrist crease measurement of 35" to 37',. This may
seem too high for a bench
especially considering the old
- were developed
standards. But those standards
and valid when
the general population was shorter than it is today. BH

ofus

are using medium density fiberboard

to build jigs and other projects around the shop.
-Here's a quick look
at what it is, how to use it, and
where to get it. MDF is a manufactured wood product that's in
the same family as particleboard. But unlike particleboard,
which is basically amixture of wood chunks and shavings held
together with resin, MDF is a much more refined material. And
the finer the material, the tighter it can be compressed to form
a denser, stronger panel.
It takes approximately 23 pounds of fiber/resin mix to
make a 3/4"-thick 49" x97" sheet of MDF (that' s why its so
heavy!). It takes only about 4" to 6" of wood chips and sawdust
to make a314"-thick sheet of particleboard. Breaking down
wood into a fibrous material has a number of advantages. First,
there's no grain to it.
This means that changes in humidity have no effect
on MDF
it's very stable. And second, the finer material results in a smooth, flat, uniform surface that makes it a perfect
base for wood veneer and plastic laminate.
MDF can be worked like any other wood product as
long as carbide cutters are used. About the only thing you
shouldn't do is run MDF through a thickness planer or over an

MDF

jointer.

MDF is not usually stained or finished naturally. It's
typically covered with wood veneer or plastic laminate, or it,s
painted. And MDF takes paint,well. Unlike particlebcard cr
plywood where the surface texture shows through, MDF looks
good with a coat of primer and a couple coats of paint. Unlike
plywood, a standard sheet of MDF is 49" x 97" (the extra is for
trimming). Although it costs about twice as much as particleboard, it costs about half as much as a sheet of cabinet grade
plywood. The only problem with it is that it can be hard to
find. Not all lumberyards carry it. Home centers rarely do.
Builder's Sav-Mor or a cabinet makers supplyer can get it. for
you. BH

ANNUALTOYPROGRAM

October brought in lots of toys from several members. But we need more. Please bring the toys you've

built this year to the November meeting for collection. We'll collectmorein December and donate them
again to the LC Women's Shelter just after the meeting on December llth.
The Toy Program was started over three years ago
by Bob Ferguson and other members and has grown
steadily. The LCWoodworkers have made over 1,000
toys during the life of theprogram. you still got time
to make something for this year.
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